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URL-  https://www.behance.net/
gallery/151393235/Voyeuse

Scan the QR or click on the 
URL to see the media
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Film Design
Voyeuse

“She sees all, remembers all,
just doesn’t reveal all”

We all connect with someone 
in our lives and share about 
ourselves with them. As 
humans we have this innate 
feeling to just ‘know’, to know 
something about someone 
else. Voyeurs derive pleasure 
from this with the difference 
being they do it in secret 
without us knowing or realizing 

that our privacy isn’t private 
anymore. Voyeuse revolves 
around 3 character and some 
hidden dark truths about 
them, if these secrets come 
out to the public eye, this 
could be scandalous. The story 
unfolds as we see the movie 
from the eye of the voyeur, it 
leaves us with question about 
the dynamic relationship 
between these people.
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Synopsis: We follow a 
female voyeur who is 
out on an assignment 
of some kind. She is 
camped out inside a 
tenement waiting for her 
target, just another day 
at the job, yet this time 
something changes. She 
spies upon two men in 
a relationship, perhaps 
having an affair. She 
watches them from afar, 
and is able to collect 
some pictures of them. 
But it is in the aftermath 
of the meeting between 

the two men, she 
feels something quiver 
inside her. A cinematic 
display of a professional 
voyeur as she is on job 
to procure the secrets 
of someone important. 
But it is the unimportant 
one who steals the show 
for her. An empathic 
study of characters in an 
unconventional lifestyle, 
the film tries to explore 
relations and emotions 
of a person who sees 
people only from a 
distance.

Genre: Voyeuristic, Noir, Drama

References: The Voyeurs, Peeping Tom, 
Rear Window Chinatown.

Key take away: An intimate look at 
complex emotions of people deemed 
unconventional and the weight of secrets 
they carry.

Audience: Film Students. Indie Film Makers 
People of varied Sexual Orientations

Language: No dialogues present

Duration: 10-15 Minutes

About the film

reference image for look and feel

reference image for look and feel
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long shot opens to reveal an 
appartment, people doing their 
daily chores.

P.O.V of the corridor inside the 
building

camera in P.O.V pans down, 
long shot of the people walking 
in the society

long shot on an empty 
appartment window.

long shot to wideshot as the camera 
zooms on an appartment window

Midshot of voyeur’s watch as 
she waits patiently

closeup on the voyeur.

closeup on the voyeur, as she 
takles her camera out and 
starts clicking pictures.

Story Boarding
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Stills from the movie
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URL- https://www.behance.net/
gallery/142765441/There-Comes-A-Knocking

Scan the QR or click on the 
URL to see the media
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Film Design
There Comes a Knocking

There comes a knocking is a short 
horror flick, which was created 
during the covid pandemic. 
Finding actors and for the movie 
was specially challenging so 
in order to produce the movie 
I embarked on the journey of 
producing the movie all by myself 
and with the help of my family 
member the project was finally 
complete.   The project gave 
an immense exposure to learn 

from all the field of film making, 
from pre to production to post 
production it was, supposedly a 
man journey. Being a personal 
project, I always wanted to 
experiment and explore the 
horror genera in films. and 
wanted to understand the 
psychology of music to create the 
feeling of fear. Further exploring 
these medium the movie was 
created.
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Stills from the movie
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URL-  https://www.behance.net/gallery/142767201/
Pink-Blue-Animated-film-%28Work-in-progess%29

Scan the QR or click on the 
URL to see the media
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Animation Design
Pink and Blue

Pink and blue is a short animation 
film which is work in progress, it 
revolves around 2 queer girls and 
their high school love story. Tara 
and Emily have known each other 
for the longest duration of time, 
Emily who has a bold personality 
is not afraid to portray her feeling 
and sexuality. Tara on the other 
hand is mellow and shy. Will the 
innocent love between these 

two people be nurtured and 
recognized by each other or their 
age-old friendship is in danger? 
The story builds its foundation on 
these questions and shows the 
turmoil which unravels. This project 
exceeded our expectation of 
the required time to complete, 
hand drawing all the frame is a 
challenge in itself, so the story is 
work in progress (WIP).

(WIP)
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Story Cycle & Process

Plot: Two childhood 
friends, both queer 
explore the dynamics 
of their relationship with 
each other through 
various stages of life.

Opportunities: The 
childhood best friends 
have an inseparable 
bond and soon they 
realise what they 
have isn’t just intense 
admiration. 

Process: The protagonist 
knows that she 
isn’t interested in men. Her 
queer expression grows 
with her. 

Complication: The second 

protagonist is scared, and 
in denial of her sexuality. 
She projects its anger 
and awkwardness on her 
lifelong friend and a rift 
starts forming between 
them.

Push-Up: The two girls 
spend time apart in 
their life and grow as 
individuals. Courage leads 
the second protagonist to 
be proud of who she is.

Climax and Resolution: 
The two girls meet after 
20 years and the ever-
present spark between 
them rekindles. More 
mature, and proudly 
queer, their love blossoms. 
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Tara Deshmukh Proprtions Tara

Proprtions EmilyEmily Justin
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Stills From Movie
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URL-  https://www.behance.net/
gallery/151393235/Voyeuse

Scan the QR or click on the 
URL to play the media
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Motion Graphics  Design
Lakshmi Mata NFT

Lakshmi Mata animation is a 
motion graphics animation 
created for the company Bintech 
Solutions. In this digital world 
where everything is moving 
forward to an era of meta verse, 
under the project-Live Bhagwan, 
the company needed some 
digital assets which could then 
be translated as a source of 

engagement, catering to the 
needs of collector, they also saw 
this as a way to generate revenue 
by converting the animation into 
an NFT and selling it to the highest 
bidder. Mapping out the target 
audience, Lakshmi Mata was the 
goddess we wanted to depict.
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NFT, Block-Chain & Process 
Blockchain- is a system 
of recording information 
in a way that makes it 
difficult or impossible to 
change, hack, or cheat 
the system. A blockchain is 
esantially a digital ledger 
of transactions that is 
duplicated and distributed 
across the entire network 
of computer systems on 
the blockchain. Each block 
in the chain contains a 
number of transactions, 
and every time a new 
transaction occurs on the 
blockchain, a record of 
that transaction is added to 
every participant’s ledger.

NFT-Non-fungible tokens 
are cryptographic assets on 
a blockchain with unique 
identification codes and 
metadata that distinguish 
them from each other. 
Unlike cryptocurrencies, 
they cannot be traded or 
exchanged at equivalency. 
This differs from fungible 
tokens like cryptocurrencies, 
which are identical to each 
other and, therefore, can 
serve as a medium for 
commercial transactions.

Moodboard 
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URL- https://www.behance.net/gallery/151408155/3D-
Yantra-Animation-for-NFT%28Work-in-progess%29

Scan the QR or click on the 
URL to see the media 
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3D Animation Design
Yantra NFT

Yantra is a basic 3-D animation 
created for the company Bintech 
Solutions. Under the project-Live 
Bhagwan, the company needed 
some digital assets which could 
then be translated as a source 
of engagement, catering to 
the needs of collector, they also 
saw this as a way to generate 
revenue. So, the Company 
wanted to make a 3D NFT which 
would then be sold. Creation of 

the asset required the knowledge 
of 3d software but most 
interesting aspect was lighting 
as it governed the overall look 
and feel immensely. Being new 
to the field of 3d, while working 
I always felt a gap in skillset as 
the idea which was generated 
didn’t complimented the newly 
acquired skill.
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About Yantra
In Ancient history there are 3 
practices which are always 
mentioned inorder for a 
person to stay happy, those 
are Yantra, Tantra and Mantra. 
Yantra is basically a form. In 
our surroundings different 
form has different impact on 
our body, for example an 
equilateral triangle which 
looked at makes us feel stable 
and rigid, is also considered as 
most fundamental yantra. All 
yantra are constructions out 
of triangle and in spirituality 
it is believed even the basic 
building material of our body 
is a triangle (90% of our body 
is made up of water and 
its molecular structure is a 
triangle H20). In our body 

7 Chakras (it’s a symbol of 
movement) are also made up 
of arrangement of triangle. 
Spirituality draws a connection 
between these yantras to 
human body. Yantra is a tool 
or machine which helps us to 
achieve higher potential. A 
Yantra is a tool which stores 
cosmic energy, which is 
present in the world and uses 
the same energy to protect 
us from negativity. A yantra 
can be charged by mediation 
as its a process where you 
provide it with energy and 
after a while it acts a diode 
which stores and gives back 
you the energy.
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Final Outcome
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UI UX Design
CouchSurfing

Couchsurfing is a community 
website where you can create 
a profile to tell fellow members 
about yourself, and then use 
that to: gain access to free 
accommodation in a local’s 
home (traveler), host a traveler 
in your home (host), or, meet-up 
with people from around the 
world (community members). 
There are also groups with 

message boards where you can 
discuss local events. As a traveler, 
you can meet locals and learn 
more about a destination. As 
a host, you can learn about 
other cultures while staying in 
your home and showing new 
friends around town. And as a 
community member, you can 
attend meetups and events with 
likeminded individuals.
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The app is simple to use 
and has no clutter it is 
easy to look and process 
the information. The app 
shows inconsistency with 
of iocns,
colour theme font Pair 
and other inconsistency 
with proper user journey.
the app is unappealing 
to look at. Over all look 
and 
feel doesnt promote 
brand recall of the 
company.
Aesthetic appeal of the 
app is missing. Despite 

having s userbase of 
over 1 Lakh the app 
is in despirate need 
of redesign as it feels 
quited 
aged and out of date. 
So inorder to achive and 
resolve all the problems 
mentions above the app 
needed a redesign. 

CouchSurfing Brief
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Avilable Today

Add an Event

Events Hangout Traveling 

Go out Today

Pune .City . Maharastra

FEB

13

Open from 6:30 AM-7:00 PM

26 Attending 

Meet up 

Direction Attend

Avilable Today

Add an Event

Events Hangout Traveling 

Go out Today

Say HI

From - Pune . Maharastra . India

Wants to grab a drink 

5 Km 

2 hrs a go

Dherya Jain

Avilable Today

Add an Event

Events Hangout Traveling 

Go out Today

Offer a stay

From - Pune . Maharastra . India

Traveling to your Area

Dherya Jain

9.54 AM, 20Feb 2022

Trishur.Sikkim.India 

Dherya Jain

I Recently Traveled to North east india it was a crazy 

adventure would love to visit again 

Dherya Jain

Dherya Jain

Dherya Jain

Joice Kim

Agon Targerian

Agon Targerian

Chats

Search

Sikkim.India 

Sikkim.India 

Seoul.South Korea

Seoul.South Korea

9.42 AM

9.42 AM

9.42 AM

Feb 10

Feb 10

Feb 10

That was really helpful 

That was really helpful 

That was really helpful 

That was really helpful 

That was really helpful 

That was really helpful 

(Surf Request Sent)

(Surf Request Sent)

(Surf Request Sent)

(Host Request Recived )

(Host Request Recived )

(Host Request Recived )

To do list

Uploaded Document

Upcomming Events

Organiser

Check the ticket status

RTPCR Report

Get the rtpcr Report

Flight Ticket

Take the pet to vet

Vaccine Certiifcate

Finish the presentation before leving to udaipur

From - Pune . Maharastra . India

From - Pune . Maharastra . India

Meeting for Coffee

Requested to Surf

Dherya Jain

Dhanur Jain

To do list

Uploaded Document

Upcomming Events

Organiser

Check the ticket status

RTPCR Report

Get the rtpcr Report

Flight Ticket

Take the pet to vet

Vaccine Certiifcate

Finish the presentation before leving to udaipur

From - Pune . Maharastra . India

From - Pune . Maharastra . India

Meeting for Coffee

Requested to Surf

Dherya Jain

Dhanur Jain

From - Pune . Maharastra . India

Meeting for Coffee

Dherya Jain
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#div8876459

Bio Photo My Home References

References

Host 21 Surfer 19 Personal 12

Overall Rating - 4.8 

I have hosted 52 Surfer from 1 Country

Divyam is a excellent host. 31 Surfer would 

love to stay again with him.

From - Ranchi.Jharkhand.India

Good experience he was a such good guy I had a 

good time with him and he shares his traveling 

experience and teach me to how to do budget 

traveling it's quite useful for my traveling


I want to host you at my place Div.

Feb 2022

Ishika Singh

#div8876459

Bio Photo My Home References

Divyam’s Preferences 

Divyam’s Home

Surfers Accomodation

Additional Information

Prefered Gender - 

I have pets at home -

Any

Yes

Pets Welcomed  -

Kids at home 

Yes 

Yes 

Smoking Allowed - 

Attached Washroom

No

Yes

Max surfers -

Sleeping Arrangement - 

You get a private room with attached washroom. the 

room has ac and one double bed.

I live with my family and grand parents do bring 

small presents for them if you want to on their good 

side. ps jk

3

Private room

#div8876459

Bio Photo My Home References

#div8876459

Overview

About me 

What can I offer the Surfer ?

Why I am on coutchsurifng

One Amazing thing I have done 

My Intrests

Sex- Male

Location - Ranchi, Jharkhand 

Members in home - 5

Language spoken -

Iam a Adventure traveller, Hitchhiker,Cyclist. I like 

to do social work along my journey and give public 

awareness. Covered 4500 km from Kerala to 

Kashmir on my Cycle with a moto -- ( There is No 

planet B) and in this trip i volunteered in an 

international ngo called (Khalsa aid ) I got 

honoured for my cycling by the JandK cycling 

association . I do trekking and hiking and dont 

hesitate to share about my journey and 

experiences .

Show my culture and food ,share my views and 

travel experiences , give a positivity throught the 

day and atlast a good smile on thier face

To meet people with travel Vibes

I got awarded by JandK Cycling association for 

pedal for humanity.

Hindi English

#div8876459

Divyam Singh

48 22 40

From - Ranchi . Jharkhand . India

Divyam’s Map- 

Friends Hosted References 

82% Resposne Rate

61 References

Speaks Hindi, English

Last seen 8 hrs ago

Edit proifle

Add Friend Message

Bio Photo My Home References

Pune 13-17 Dec

Sort by 

4,589 Host Avilable

From - Ranchi . Jharkhand . India

From - Ranchi . Jharkhand . India

From - Pune . Maharastra . India

82% Resposne Rate

82% Resposne Rate

52% Resposne Rate

61 References

61 References

43 References

Speaks Hindi, English

Speaks Hindi, English

Speaks Hindi, English

Last seen 8 hrs ago

Last seen 8 hrs ago

Last seen 2 days ago

Divyam Singh

Adatya Daga

Dherya Jain

Pratham Khandelwal

When will you be there ?

2Number of travelers 

Accomodation

Host preferences

Distance 

Your preferences

Private

1-5 Km

Advance Settings 

Gender Female

English

25-30

Language spoken

Age range

Host has references

When turned on you will only be 

shown people who more than 5 

referen6es on their pro<le.

these are member who have 

provided Government Id and veri<ed 

mobile number.

Verifed Member

Kids Friendly 

Pet Free

Pet friendly

Smoking Free

Search

Things to do

Pune .City . Maharastra

4.5 (56)

Open from 6:30 AM-7:00 PM

Sunset Point 

Direction Leave a Review

Pune .City . Maharastra

4.5 (56)

Open from 6:30 AM-7:00 PM

Sunset Point 

Direction Leave a Review

Pune .City . Maharastra

4.5 (56)

Open from 6:30 AM-7:00 PM

Sunset Point 

What  you looking for ?

Pune, Maharasta

Things to do 

Find a Host

SearchSearch

Vadodra.City . Gujrat

Vadodra.City . Gujrat

Chandanwadi .Tourist Attraction . Kashmir

Chandanwadi .Tourist Attraction . Kashmir

Polo Forest.Tourist Attraction . Gujrat

Polo Forest.Tourist Attraction . Gujrat

Raghuraj Bindra . Host . 21 References

Raghuraj Bindra . Host . 21 References

Sanjog Kr Todi . Host . 21 References

Sanjog Kr Todi . Host . 21 References

Recent Search

PLACES

PE|PLE

Whats on your mind ?

Want to go

Visited so far

Where to ?

Host Someone 

Now all we need is your 

hero Photo.

Photo will appear here 

Upload

Continue

Lets get some basic 

information about you so 

that we can start seting up 

your Proifle

Give us your location acess 
,

We keep anonimity our top priority
.

We will never share yoour location unless you want it  

E ter frat a n laat  ame 

Where you from ?

07

Male 

0�

Female

2001

Other

|

|

|

|

Name 

Place 

Birthday

Gender

Continue

Discover the Land of 

travelers, recomended 

places and many more 

Continue

Give us your location acess 
,

We keep anonimity our top priority
.

We will never share yoour location unless you want it  

Sign-In/ Sign in wit
h

Mail ID

Sign in

Sign up

E ter your mayl

Email adress 

Password

E ter your �aaa�orn

Get latest updates in you mail box

Sign-In/ Sign in wit
h

Mail ID

E ter your mayl

Email adress 

Password

E ter your �aaa�orn

Sign in

Sign up

Sign-In to start planing 

your next trip

Continue with apple ID

Continue with Google ID

Continue with Facebook 

Continue with Mail

Give back to the community.

explore places around you 

Share the adventure with others

explore places around you 

Discover the world which awaits for 

you.

explore places around you 

Low-fidelity wireframes-  A basic 
wireframes that outline blueprints for 
app screens

High fidelity wireframe- To captures 
the look and feel of the product in the 
advanced stages of the design process.

Final Look and feel of the App
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Mockups
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Identity Design
Peeschute

In India, the ratio of toilet facilities 
to the number  of people is still a 
problem.  Peeschute addresses 
the basic issue of peeing  when 
access to a restroom is restricted.  
Peeschute product line has a wide 
range of  applications, including 
tourism, travel, to people  with 
immobility concerns who have 
difficulty  peeing on a regular basis.  
Peeschute works on developing 
exclusive,  long-term, and sanitary 
solutions to human pee concerns. 
Peeschute is a unique, cost-effective 

method of peeing when access 
to a restroom is restricted. This 
unisexual  paper bag transforms 
human urine into a non-liquid 
condition in seconds, keeping it 
leak-proof, odourless, and sanitary. 
Peeschute is best for those with 
temporary or permanent mobility 
impairments who have trouble 
getting  to the bathroom, as well 
as travellers who have frequent 
urination problems due to a lack of 
washrooms nearby.
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A good branding strategy 
helps articulate and  
communicate the core 
values of the brand.  With 
creativity, skill and strategy, 
a brand can  establish an 
identity that sets itself apart 
from  the competition and 
sparks a connection with 
its  audience. It is vital for 
the Peeschute to rebrand in 
order to  establish its voice 
and frame how it wants to 
be  perceived. It will also 
help in distinguishing it 
from  other organisations 

the current brand had 
problems such as - 
Undefined target audience, 
Lack of Brand Personality, 
Lack of consumer 
experience,  Absence of 
brand visibility and less 
social engagementin order 
to address these problems 
a rebranding was required.

Why Rebranding
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